
Year 3 Curriculum Overview
Term: Summer 2

Subject Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6

English Core Book: Pea Boy and other stories.
Writing Outcome: Character Description

Into the Forest
Writing Outcome: Alternative ending

Punctuation
and Grammar

Simple, compound and complex sentences
Word class: Verbs, nouns, adjectives, adverbs
Being verbs
Coordinating conjunctions
Subordinating conjunctions
Prepositions

Simple, compound and complex sentences
Word class: Verbs, nouns, adjectives, adverbs
Expanded noun phrases
Ambitious adjectives
Coordinating conjunctions
Subordinating conjunctions
Prepositions
Apostrophes for contraction
Apostrophes for possession



Spelling The suffix ‘-sion-
pronounced /ʒən/

division

invasion

confusion

decision

collision

television

erosion

vision

fusion

revision

Challenge Words

difficult

important

length

perhaps

position

pressure

question

strange

special

purpose

Revision of spelling
rules

pleasure

island

dislocate

disadvantage

decide

survey

exactly

bravely

ordinary

promise

Revision of spelling
rules

freight

hourly

missed

suppose

plaque

descend

grotesque

automatically

daily

scented

Revision of spelling
rules

teacher

scheme

history

mention

bawl

creecent

eighteen

regular

disable

mane

Revision of spelling
rules

disappear

reaction

capable

personal

specifically

misunderstanding

freight

committed

forbidden

neighbour



Maths Geometry: Shape

-turns and angles
-right angles in shapes
-compare angles
- draw lengths
-horizontal and vertical lines
-parallel and perpendicular lines
-recognise and describe 2D shapes
-recognise and describe 3D shapes
-make 3D shapes

Measurement: Mass and Capacity

-measure mass
-compare mass
-add and subtract mass
-measure capacity
-compare volume
-measure capacity
-compare capacity
-add and subtract capacity
-measure temperature

Consolidation

Maths KIRF Multiplication and division facts for 2, 5,10, 3, 4 and 8 times tables

Science Forces and Magnets

● What is friction and why is it useful?
● Which materials are most appropriate for use as a car tyre?
● What is a magnet and what does it do?
● Which common materials are magnetic?
● Design and build a car (or similar). Use magnets and what you know about friction to make it move and stop without touching it.

Geography The Arctic

● The Poles



● The Arctic Circle
● What is the Arctic made of?
● Life in the Arctic
● Arctic Nature
● How is the Arctic changing?

Religion ● L.O: I know the story of Ganges. I can describe why the river is
so important to Hindus

● L.O: I can describe what Hindus do on a pilgrimage to the river
Ganges.

● L.O: I can imagine how  a Hindu and a Non-hindu would feel
visiting the river Ganges.

● L.O: I can recall how a Sikh becomes a part of the community
and how they show their commitment. I can make connections
to my own or another religion.

● L.O: I know the Sikh Holy Book and how Sikh’s show it respect
● L.O: What is the best way for a Sikh to show commitment to

God?

DT Eating Seasonally

● Where in the world?
○ To know that climate affects food

● British Seasonal Foods
○ To understand the advantages of eating seasonal foods grown in the UK

● Rainbow food
○ To create a recipe that is healthy and nutritious using seasonal vegetables

● Making Tarts
○ To safely follow a recipe when cooking

PSHE Safety and the Changing of the Body

● L.O: To understand the choices people can make and those which are made by others
● L.O: To begin to recognise who and what can influence our decisions.
● LO: To know how we can make sure we are making the right decision for ourselves.



● L.O: To develop an understanding of safety on or near roads
● L.O: I can describe ways in which I have changed since being a baby. I can describe what I am looking forward to.
● L.O: I  know that changes are inevitable and can be a positive thing in my life.
● L.O: To understand the strategies people use to cope with change

PE Athletics

● To link, remember and repeat combinations of actions with more consistency and control.
● To understand what equipment is needed for different challenges and be able to choose appropriately.
● To describe how their bodies feel when doing different exercises.
● To understand and describe what others are doing.

Computing E-Safety

● To understand how the internet can be used to share beliefs, opinions and facts
● To understand the effects that some internet use can have on our feelings and emotional wellbeing
● To understand the ways personal information can be shared on the internet
● To understand the rules for social media platforms

Spanish


